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The transformer, an attention-based neural network, was developed to improve machine translation
and transduction models [8]. Recently, the transformer has conquered visual question answering
(VQA) challenges in models like VisualBERT [5]. Furthermore, the embodied self-attention mechanism is of special interest in relational reasoning and symbolic artificial intelligence [3]. We propose a
hybrid network, WReN-Transformer, grounded on self-attention and components of the base line Wild
Relation Network (WReN) [1]. It learns abstract relations significantly faster and more accurate
on Raven’s Progressive Matrices [2] inspired PGM dataset [1] than the predominant base line model
if structural symbolic auxiliary data is considered during training. We use visual feature embeddings
in sequences which comprise context and answers of the PGM dataset. Generalisation experiments
are conducted and our model is additionally trained with gradually increasing training dataset sizes to
analyse effective relational reasoning performance. Grad-CAM [7] and the transformer’s self-attention
distributions are used to make qualitative assumptions of relational reasoning and interpretability in
PG-Matrices. The WReN-Transformer network excels the WReN model by 11.28 ppt. Relational
concepts between objects are efficiently learned demanding only 35% of the 1.2 · 106 training samples
to surpass reported accuracy of the base line model while performing 0.54 ppt worse than the best
performing WReN-Transformer model. Generalisation reveals similar behaviour than WReN if trained
with auxiliary data, generalising slightly better by a difference of 0.56 ppt. Our model fails entirely if
this information is not considered. Relation networks [6] which were successfully embodied in WReN
[1] and in other networks to solve VQA tasks like CLEVR [4] implement reasoning by stacking feature vectors before processing them in an multi-layer perceptron. The WReN-Transformer represents
an alternative on learning abstract relations which emphasises self-attention distributions while incorporating low model complexity, efficient and accurate learning. Furthermore, symbolic structural
auxiliary data is crucial for learning where our model does not learn anything if this data type is
omitted. Our findings motivate the use of transformer models for more reasoning tasks in the near
future.
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